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abstract
Choreographies are global descriptions of communication structures,
inspired by the “Alice and Bob” notation of security protocols. They
have been successfully employed in the design and implementation
of distributed systems. However, there is still limited evidence
of the applicability of choreographies in the real-world setting of
distributed programming, where communication actions may fail.
In this work, we propose the first choreography model that allows for
communication failures and the programming of user-defined code
to deal with such failures. We validate our model by implementing
common strategies for handling communication failures in a robust
way, which in turn can be used as a library by choreographies
that assume reliable communication. We equip our model with a
typing discipline that can statically verify reliability properties, in
particular at-most-once and exactly-once delivery. We demonstrate
the applicability of our model by defining a semantics-preserving
compilation procedure towards a process calculus equipped with
unreliable I/O actions.
1. introduction
background and aim Choreographies are high-level descrip-
tions of communicating systems, inspired by the “Alice and Bob”
notation for security protocols, where the behaviours of participants
is defined from a global viewpoint. Over the last two decades, they
have become popular and have been applied in different contexts,
including: the specification of communication protocols in web
service standards [33], business process notations [4], and theor-
etical models of communications [18]; the synthesis of correct-by-
construction concurrent software [6, 9, 15]; the runtime verification
of (object-oriented) actor systems [29]; and the static verification
of concurrent process models [13, 22]. A notable application to
software engineering is the Testable Architecture methodology [31],
a development lifecycle that keeps service implementations aligned
with the choreographies specified by designers.
The promise of choreographies is that they will improve cor-
rectness in concurrent programming. Unfortunately, this promise
remains unfulfilled, because the choreography models explored so
far have the unrealistic assumption that communications never fail.
The only exception is the work in [1] (the state of the art in the topic
of failures in choreographies so far), which equips choreographies
with optional blocks that can be cancelled non-deterministically at
runtime. This is an interesting direction, but it still has limitations
that impede its applicability (e.g., communications are synchron-
ous/instantaneous; we discuss more in related work) and, just as
important, does not allow choreographies to specify how the system
should recover from a failure.
The aim of this work is to develop a choreography model that
brings choreographies all the way to being applicable to settings
with realistic communication failures. Reaching this objective is
challenging, because we need to provide enough expressivity to
program the local recovery strategies of participants (which may
be different) and at the same time retain the global viewpoint
on communications offered by choreographies. To this end, we
split choreographic communications into their declarations and
implementations as shown in the snippet below.
k : s -> r in sendExpBackoff(k, s); recvTimeout(k, r)1
Here, we use a choreographic notation—k : s -> r—to declare a
communication from a sender process s to a receiver process r,
and name it k. Then, we implement the communication k by
invoking the procedures sendExpBackoff and recvTimeout, which
respectively handle the send and receive part of the communication.
Both procedures handle communication failures and may perform
different retries at sending or receiving in case of failures, but
with different policies: the first procedure uses exponential backoff
between send attempts, while the second is based on a fixed timeout.
Thus, implementation needs not be symmetric between sender(s)
and receiver(s).
contribution We develop Robust Choreographies (RC for
short), a new choreographic programming model with support for
communication failures. In RC, the programmer declares which
communications should take place using an Alice and Bob notation,
and then defines how processes will enact these communications
through asynchronous send and receive actions. Code regarding
different communications can be interleaved freely, allowing for
the modelling of dependencies between the implementations of
different communications.
Differently from previous work on choreographies, all send and
receive actions might fail, modelling that there may be connection
problems and/or timeouts on both ends. We formalise this behaviour
by giving an operational semantics for RC. When a process tries to
perform an action, it can later check whether this action succeeded
(as in typical mainstream APIs for networking), and it is possible
to program recovery (e.g., by retrying to perform the action, or by
executing alternative code). RC supports further features that are
studied in the setting of choreographies with communication failures
for the first time, like name mobility, dynamic creation of processes
(networks in RC can grow at runtime), and branching. This allows
us, for example, to program processes that offload communication
attempts to parallel computations.
RC is intended as an implementation model that sits on a lower
level than previous work on choreographies. The abstraction of state-
of-the-art choreographic models can be recovered by implementing
their language constructs as procedures and thus offer them “as a
library”—or Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs), if we see them as
macros. For example, for previous models that take communication
robustness for granted, we can write parametric procedures for
robust send and receive actions that attempt at performing the
desired action until it succeeds (or follow best-effort strategies).
We illustrate this idea by implementing in RC different language
constructs from previous work, including procedural choreographies
[11], one-to-any/any-to-one interactions [23, 25], and scatter/gather
[14, 24]. We also exemplify how some of these constructs can be
extended to allow for failure and specify compensations. A pleasant
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consequence of sharing RC as underlying model for these constructs
is that we can now combine these features from different works.
(For example, the calculus with map/reduce in [25] does not support
parametric procedures and [11] vice versa.)
The realistic failure model in RC allows us to identify more
programming mistakes and program properties than in previous
work, in particular some related to robustness. In general, we
are interested in studying which guarantees we can provide for
each communication that has been (choreographically) declared in
a program, based on an analysis of its following implementation.
Examples of relevant questions are: Can we check whether a
communication will be eventually implemented, even if failures
occur? And, will it have the right (type of) payload? We develop a
novel typing discipline that can answer questions of this kind, and
apply it to the static verification of at-most-once and exactly-once
delivery guarantees for user-defined code.
We end our development by showing that the foundations given
by RC are applicable in practice. Specifically, we define a formal
translation (a compiler, if you like) from choreographies in RC to a
more standard process model, i.e., an asynchronous variant of the
pi-calculus equipped with standard I/O actions that might fail. These
asynchronous fallible I/O actions are the only way processes may
interact: there is no shared memory or agreement primitive. We
prove that, if the original choreography is well-typed, the synthesised
code is operationally equivalent and enjoys deadlock-freedom. For
space reasons, the synthesis procedure and process model are given
in Section 7.
2. failure model
We discuss the failure model that we adopt in this work.
Communications are asynchronous and may fail. A successful
send action implies that the sent message is now handed over
to the communication stack of the sender, which will attempt at
transmitting the message to the receiver. If transmission succeeds,
the message reaches the receiver and is stored by the communication
stack of the receiver in a dedicated memory. A successful receive
action means that a message has been consumed by the intended
receiver, i.e., the message has been successfully delivered—this
requires that transmission was successful. A receive action fails if
it is executed when there is no message that it can consume. This
models that there may be connection problems on the end of the
receiver or that a timeout occurred on the receive action. We assume
that communication and node failures are transient, meaning that
failing to interact with a node does not impede eventually doing it
in later retries. We leave persistent failures to future work.
There are two settings that we consider, depending on the kind
of system that the programmer is dealing with.
setting 1 (Reliable Transmission). Successfully executing a send
action means that the message has been reliably stored in the
communication medium between sender and receiver. By reliably
stored, we mean that the message is not going to be lost until its
transmission from the sender’s to the receiver’s communication stack
eventually takes place. This is the case, for example, of local Inter-
Process Communication (IPC) mechanisms, like unnamed pipes
in POSIX systems, shared memory, or file-based communications.
It is also the case of distributed systems using reliable message
delivery protocols like TCP, under the assumption that there are no
connection resets (or similar issues)—in these cases, middleware can
be employed to re-establish connections. Communication failures
happen in this setting, e.g., because send actions may fail to hand
over messages to the sender’s communication stack, and receive
actions may fail because of timing issues (trying to receive messages
before they reach the receiver’s communication stack, or trying to
receive something that is never sent). /
setting 2 (Unreliable Transmission). This setting is more low-
level than the previous one. Here, we assume no reliable middleware
for message transport. This is the case, for example, of distributed
systems that use protocols with unreliable message delivery. It is also
the case for systems that use protocols which, in theory, guarantee
message delivery (like TCP) but, in practice, messages acknowledged
on the protocol level may fail in reaching the application of the
receiver due to connection resets and no middleware to deal with
these issues is employed. We assume absence of corruption (e.g.,
through checksums).
Successfully executing a send action in this setting still means
that the local communication stack of the sender has accepted the
task of eventually sending the message, but there is no guarantee
that the message is actually going to be successfully passed on to the
receiver’s stack: communication media can lose messages. There-
fore, a sender cannot know if a successfully sent message is going
to be transmitted to the receiver, unless the programmer explicitly
implements an acknowledgement mechanism on the application
level and such acknowledgement is received by the sender. /
Naturally, the first setting allows for stronger guarantees. We
will show that our typing can be used to guarantee at-most once
message delivery (reception by the receiver’s application) in both
settings. For the first setting, we will also show that typing can be
used to guarantee exactly-once message delivery. For the second
setting this is unrealistic, and as typically done in practice we have
to switch to a best-effort strategy. Therefore, we demonstrate that
our typing can be used to guarantee best-effort delivery, in the sense
that every time an application is programmed to receive a message,
it is guaranteed at least the chance to receive it correctly.
3. related work
The work nearest to ours is [1], where choreographies are used to
specify communication protocols that abstract from data—a variant
of Multiparty Session Types [18]. Unreliability is modelled by
allowing parts of a choreography declared in special optional blocks
to become no-op non-deterministically. A static analysis guarantees
that the network cannot get stuck even if all optional blocks are not
executed. We see our work as complementary to [1]: while our initial
motivation is similar, the aim is different. Our focus is providing
guarantees on implementations, and consequently choreographies
in RC are concrete programs, in contrast with protocol specifications.
There are also several major technical differences that make our
choreography language more expressive. We mention the most
relevant ones.
Communications are synchronous in [1]. This means that
if a participant succeeds in sending a message, it knows that the
receiver has also succeeded. In RC, we are interested in systems with
asynchronous message passing. This requires defining and analysing
send and receive actions separately, since succeeding in one does not
necessarily mean succeeding with the other. Separating between
send and receive actions is also essential to the programming of
recovery strategies in RC, which may be asymmetric for sender and
receiver. For example, a sender may have different conditions to
check (e.g., a number of retries) than those at the intended receiver
for deciding whether an action should be retried, which cannot be
captured in [1]. Recovery strategies cannot be specified at all in
the choreographies of [1], which is another key distinction with
our work. The modelling of recovery strategies in RC is also what
allows us to develop our type system for the static verification of
at-most-once and exactly-once delivery, which is not studied in [1].
The choreography model in [1] does not include features equivalent
to our primitives for process spawning, name mobility, or parametric
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procedures. Parametric procedures are particularly important for
RC: including error handling code in choreographies makes them
necessarily more complicated, and having procedures to modularise
programs is useful, as we illustrate with our examples. Procedures
are also key to our implementation of language constructs from
previous choreography models “as libraries” in RC.
From a broader perspective, we think that merging our research
direction with that of [1] (choreographic programs with protocol
specifications) would be a very interesting future work, because it
may yield a static analysis for RC to check whether a given recovery
strategy guarantees the eventual execution of a high-level protocol
(the latter might even abstract from failures, leaving their handling
to the implementation).
In [5], choreographies for protocol specifications are augmented
with controlled exceptions. These are different from communication
failures, because they are controlled by the programmer and their
propagation is ensured through communications that are assumed
never to fail (thus, they are also different from our compensations
for communication failures, where we react to unexpected failures
and do not make this assumption). This approach has been refined
in [8], by allowing for more fine-grained propagation of errors (but
errors are still user-defined, so similar comments apply).
In [25], the authors present a choreography model that con-
siders potential failures of nodes (processes in our terminology).
This approach is far from ours and that in [1], since the idea is that a
system has redundant copies of a node type, and a choreography can
specify how many nodes of a type are needed to continue operating.
No recovery can be programmed, and there is no presentation of
how the approach can be adopted in realistic process models (com-
pilation). Communications among functioning nodes are assumed
infallible.
Our work is also related to the research line on Choreographic
Programming [6, 15, 27], a paradigm where choreographies are
used to define implementations of communicating systems. This
is the first work that studies how communication failures can be
dealt with in this paradigm. Our primitives for name mobility and
parametric procedures are inspired from [11], but our methods are
different, since we brought them into an asynchronous setting with
potentially-failing communications. Also, the fact that interactions
are implemented through separate send and receive actions in
RC is new to choreographic programming. Previous work [12]
explored this distinction to achieve asynchronous communications
in choreographies, but these cannot fail and the distinction is used
only in the runtime semantics (the separate terms cannot be used
programmatically).
Previous work explored a notion of bisimulation for a pro-
cess calculus with explicit locations and links, where both nodes
and links may fail at runtime [16]. Differently from our setting,
communications are synchronous, messages cannot be lost, and
failures are permanent. Exploring a similar notion of behavioural
equivalence for RC and our target process calculus is definitely an
interesting future work, because it may lead to a substitutability
principle for generated processes wrt choreographies. For example,
we could replace a block of process code projected from a choreo-
graphy with an equivalent one without having to re-run compilation.
Another interesting application could be extending RC to allow
for “undefined” processes, whose behaviour is left to be defined
in other choreographies, or even (legacy) process code. Previous
work showed how to design such extensions for choreographies
based on multiparty session types, obtaining choreographies with
“partial” terms that refer to externally-defined code [28]. A notion
of bisimulation for such partial terms could lead to relaxing the
conditions for well-typedness given in [28].
Our scatter construct in Section 5 recalls the unreliable broadcast
studied in [20] for the setting of process calculi. A key difference is
that, in [20], recovery cannot re-attempt failed communications (a
process exits all current sessions when a failure occurs). Moreover,
communications are synchronous in [20].
Our formalisation of messages in transit partly recalls that
in [17], which presents an agreement protocol that works under
the assumption of quasi-reliable communications and node crashes.
While we do not consider (permanent) node crashes in this work,
the programming of recovery strategies is similar in our setting.
This is to be expected, since in a distributed setting a node may
suspect that another node crashed by being unable to communicate
with it (over some time). A detailed study of consensus in RC (and
extentions to node failures) is definitely interesting future work.
Previous works on choreographies include choice operators that
behave non-deterministically, e.g., C + C′, read “run either C or
C′” [7, 21, 30] (and their labelled variant, in [18]). These operators
do not capture the communication failures that we are interested
in, for two reasons. First, they are programmed explicitly and
are thus predictable. Second, their formalisations assume that the
propagation of choice information among processes is reliable (for
compilation). Thus, similar comments to those for the comparison
with [5] apply. Observe also that the soundness of these models
is ensured under the assumption that any two processes involved
in some interactions together perform exactly the same number
of (dual) communication actions. This is unrealistic, since sender
and receiver can have different policies in practice, as we already
discussed.
Some previous choreography models, like [7], include explicit
parallel composition, C | C′. RC captures process parallelism using
out-of-order execution—a practice shared by other choreography
models, see also the paper that introduced it [6]. In general, actions
performed by distinct processes can be performed in any order.
However, C | C′ in [7] (and other works, like [22]) allows processes
to have internal threads that share (and compete for) resources,
possibly leading to races to due internal sharing. This is not allowed
for in RC; if you like, this follows Go’s slogan “do not communicate
by sharing memory; instead, share memory by communicating” [32].
4. choreography model
syntax An RC program is a pair 〈D, C〉, where C is a choreo-
graphy andD is a set of (global) procedure definitions following the
syntax displayed below. We assume the Barendregt convention and
work up toα-equivalence, renaming bound names (frame identifiers,
process references, and procedure parameters) as needed.
D ::= X( #»P ) = C,D | ∅
P ::= kT : p -> q | p : T | f : T | l
C ::= N in C | I;C | 0
I ::= p.f | k <- S | R <- k | X( #»A) | if E then C else C′ fi |
| 0
S ::= p.f | p.r | p.l
R ::= q.f | q
E ::= p.f | p.k! | q.k? | q.k&l
A ::= k := k′ | p := p′ | f := f ′ | l := l′
N ::= p start q(f) | kT : p -> q
Process names (p,q,r,. . . ) identify processes that execute concur-
rently. Each process has exclusive access to a private memory cell
for storing values of a fixed type T from a fixed set V of datatypes
(e.g., Nat, Char, Bool). Values are manipulated only via functions
(terms f) specified in a guest language which is intentionally left as a
parameter of the model. Following practices established in previous
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choreography models [6, 11, 15, 27] we assume that evaluation of
internal computations is local and terminates. The only further
assumptions about the guest language of internal computations are
that it comes with a typing discipline and that it supports boolean
values (or an equivalent mechanism). Typing judgements will have
the form` f : T → S and the type of boolean values will be denoted
as Bool. Besides values used by internal computations, processes
can communicate process names and label selections (terms p.r, p.l).
These payloads are inaccessible to the guest language and hence
are assigned (disjoint) types PID and LBL not in V . For exposition
convenience, we define VAL as the super type of all datatypes used
by the guest language i.e., we define the subtyping relation l as
the smallest partial order such that T l VAL for any T ∈ V . We
assume a constructor | making (disjoint) union types based on VAL,
PID, and LBL (e.g., PID | LBL) and extend the relationl accordingly
(PIDlPID | LBL, LBLlPID | LBL, etc.). Note that we do not require
the guest language to come with subtyping or unions. We write
t ∈ T to express that t inhabits T .
Choreography declarations (N) introduce new processes and
frames in their continuation (C). Term kT : p -> q in C declares
a communication from p to q where T is the payload type and
k is the frame identifier to be used by the implementation of the
communication. Term p start q(f) in C declares a new process q
where p is the process that spawns q and f is a function used by p
to compute the initial value for the memory cell of q. Choreography
statements (I) can be local computations, communication actions,
conditionals, calls; all statements have continuations. Term p.f
represents an internal computation where process p evaluates the
function f against its memory cell and updates its content. Send
and receive actions in the implementation of k are described by
terms of the form k <- S and R <- k where subterms S and R
depend on the payload type. In value exchanges, terms k <- p.f
and q.f ′ <- k read “p applies f to the content of its memory cell and
attempts to send the result on frame k” and “q attempts to receive
a value on frame k and, if successful, applies f ′ to its memory
cell and the received value”, respectively. (We assume functions
in sends and receives to accept respectively exactly one argument
and exactly two arguments, where the first argument is the process
memory content.) In label selections, terms k <- p.l and q <- k
read “p attempts to send the selection of label l on frame k” and “p
attempts to receive a selection on frame k”. Selections are meant to
propagate information regarding internal choices and as such have
no side effects on process memory or network knowledge. (As we
will discuss in Section 7, this mechanism is crucial for synthesising
correct implementations of conditionals.) In process exchanges,
terms k <- p.r and q.r <- k read “p attempts to send r on frame k”
and “q attempts to receive r on frame k”, respectively. The only
side effect of process exchanges is on network knowledge of the
receiver which may learn a new process reference. This is necessary
since networks may grow during the execution of choreographic
programs as new processes are spawn. In a conditional term
if E then C1 else C2 fi, a process evaluates the guard E and
chooses between the possible continuations C1 and C2 accordingly.
We explain the meaning of each kind of guard E in the following.
• p.f : p chooses C1 if applying f to its memory content yields
true, and C2 otherwise;
• p.k!: p chooses C1 if its last send attempt for k was successful,
and C2 otherwise;
• q.k?: q choosesC1 if its last receive attempt for kwas successful,
and C2 otherwise;
• q.k&l: q chooses C1 if it successfully received the label l on k,
and C2 otherwise.
TermX( #»A) is a call of procedureX with the set of named arguments
#»
A; these can be frame identifiers, process names, or (names of)
functions in the guest language. Term 0 is the no-op statement, also
used to represent terminated choreographies.
Procedures are defined by terms X( #»P ) = C where X is the
procedure name,
#»
P is a set of parameter declarations, and the
program term C is the procedure body. A term f : T → S in
#»
P binds a function (name) in C and specifies its type. A term
kT : p -> q in
#»
P binds the frame identifier k in C and specifies its
type, sender and receiver. A term p : T in #»P binds the process name
p in C and specifies the type of its memory cell. A set of procedure
definitions D is well-formed provided that its procedure definitions
have unique names, all free names in their bodies are captured by
their parameters, and all calls are to procedures in D.
In the sequel, we may omit 0, empty else branches, and use
basic logical connectors in guards as syntactic sugar. For instance, we
write if ¬p.k! then C fi as sugar for if p.k! then 0 else C fi.
In procedure calls, we may omit assignments if formal and actual
parameters have the same name and, e.g., simply writeX(k) instead
of X(k := k).
semantics Dynamics of RC is specified by the reduction se-
mantics defined in Figure 1. The semantics is parameterised over
global procedures D, and its states (hereafter runtime configura-
tions) are quadruples 〈C, σ, φ,G〉. We describe the components of
runtime configurations in the following.
C The first component is the current term program.
σ The second component, called memory configuration, keeps
track of the memory cell of each process in the system, which
is accessible to the guest language for performing internal
computation. Formally, it is a partial map from process names
to values, i.e., σ(p) = v denotes that the memory cell of process
p stores value v.
φ The third component, called (concrete) frame dictionary, is a
partial map from frame names to representations of their states.
More specifically, φ(k) = (s·u; r·u′) denotes that “frame k has
state (s·u; r·u′). The processes s and r are, respectively, the
(intended) sender and receiver of k. The elements u and u′
represent the states of the communication stacks of sender and
receiver for the specific frame, respectively. Formally, u and
u′ can be a payload (a value, a label, or a process name), ⊥
(the payload did not enter the stack), or a payload flagged as
“removed from the stack” (denoted by the decoration X, as in
vX). Removal from the sender stack happens when the stack
attempts at transmitting the payload to the intended receiver,
and removal from the receiver stack means a successful delivery
to the receiver’s application.
G The fourth component, called connection graph, is a directed
graph with process names as nodes. A process neighbour-
hood represents the processes that it knows (and thus can
communicate with).
Together, the last two components form a network configuration.
We define some convenient notation for the definition of our
semantics. Let U be the set of all payloads, i.e., U = VALunionmultiLBLunionmultiPID.
A frame state (s·u; r·u′) is thus an element of PID×UX⊥×PID×UX⊥,
where: UX⊥ = U unionmulti {⊥}unionmultiUX, with UX = {uX | u ∈ U} the set of
payloads flagged as “removed” from the stack. An expression φ(k)i
denotes the i-th component of the frame state φ(k). A judgement
G ` p→ q states that G has the edge p→ q. Updates to σ and φ
are written using a square bracket notation, specifically: σ(p)[v] is
the function defined as σ everywhere except p, which is mapped
to v; φ(k)[(s·u; r·u′)] is as φ, but k is now mapped to (s·u; r·u′);
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f(σ(p)) ↓ v G′ = G ∪ {p↔ q} ∪ {q→ r | G1 ` p→ r}
〈p start q(f) in C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C, σ(q)[v], φ,G′〉 bC|NPe
〈kT : p -> q in C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C, σ, φ(k)[(p·⊥; q·⊥)], G〉 bC|NFe f(σ(p)) ↓ v〈p.f;C, σ, φ〉_D 〈C, σ(p)[v], φ,G〉 bC|Inte
s(σ(p)) ↓ u φ(k) = (p·_; q·_) G ` p→ q
〈k <- p.s;C, σ, φ〉_D 〈C, σ, φ(k)2[u], G〉 bC|Snde 〈k <- S;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 bC|SndFaile
φ(k) = (s·u; q·_) G ` p↔ q
〈C, σ, φ〉_D 〈C, σ, φ(k)2[uX], G〉 bC|Losse φ(k) = (p·u; q·_) u ∈ U G ` p↔ q〈C, σ, φ〉_D 〈C, σ, φ(k)[(p·uX; q·u)], G〉 bC|Comme
φ(k) = (p·_; q·u) u ∈ {v, vX} f(σ(q), v) ↓ w
〈q.f <- k;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C, σ(q)[w], φ(k)4[wX], G〉 bC|RcvVe φ(k) = (p·_; q·u) u ∈ {r, r
X}
〈q <- k;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C, σ, φ(k)4[rX], G ∪ {q→ r}〉 bC|RcvPe
φ(k) = (p·_; q·u) u ∈ {l, lX}
〈q <- k;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C, σ, φ(k)4[lX], G〉 bC|RcvLe φ(k)4 = ⊥〈R <- k;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 bC|RcvFaile
φ(k)1 = p if φ(k)2 6= ⊥ then j = 1 else j = 2
〈if p.k! then C1 else C2 fi;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈Cj;C, σ, φ,G〉 bC|IfSnte
φ(k)3 = q if φ(k)4 ∈ UX then j = 1 else j = 2
〈if q.k? then C1 else C2 fi;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈Cj;C, σ, φ,G〉 bC|IfRcve
φ(k)3 = q if σ(k)4 = lX then j = 1 else j = 2
〈if q.k&l then C1 else C2 fi;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈Cj;C, σ, φ,G〉 bC|IfLble
if f(σ(p)) ↓ true then j = 1 else j = 2
〈if p.f then C1 else C2 fi;C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈Cj;C, σ, φ,G〉 bC|IfExpe
C1 D C′1 〈C′1, σ1, φ1, G1〉_D 〈C′2, σ2, φ2, G2〉 C′2 D C2
〈C1, σ1, φ1, G1〉_D 〈C2, σ2, φ2, G2〉 bC|Stre X(
#»
P ) = C2 ∈ D #»P = dom( #»A)
X( #»A);C1 D C2[ #»A];C1
bC|Unfolde
0;C D C
bC|Nile C1 ≡˙ C2
C1 ≡D C2
bC|Swape pn(I1) ∩ pn(I2) = ∅
I1; I2 ≡˙ I2; I1
bC|I-Ie pn(I) ∩ pn(N) = ∅
I;N in C ≡˙ N in I;C
bC|I-Ne
pn(N1) ∩ pn(N2) = ∅
N1 in N2 in C ≡˙ N2 in N1 in C
bC|N-Ne pn(I) ∩ pn(E) = ∅
if E then I;C1 else I;C2 fi ≡˙ I; if E then C1 else C2 fi
bC|I-Ife
if E then C1; I else C2; I fi ≡˙ if E then C1 else C2 fi; I
bC|If-Ie
pn(N) ∩ pn(E) = ∅
if E then N in C1 else N in C2 fi ≡˙ N in if E then C1 else C2 fi
bC|N-Ife
pn(E1) ∩ pn(E2) = ∅
if E1 then if E2 then C11 else C
2
1 fi
else if E2 then C12 else C
2
2 fi fi
≡˙ if E2 then if E1 then C
1
1 else C
1
2 fi
else if E1 then C21 else C
2
2 fi fi
bC|If-Ife
figure 1. Choreographic model, operational semantics
φ(k)2[u] changes the second element (the sender’s side) of the
frame state for k to u; and, likewise, φ(k)4[u] changes the fourth
element (the receiver’s side) of the frame state for k to u.
For compactness, the presentation relies on the structural pre-
congruence D via the standard mechanism of rule bC|Stre; the
relation is defined as the smallest relation on choreographies closed
under rules in Figure 1 (discussed below) and under syntactic con-
structors of the language. Herein, C ≡D C′ is a shorthand for
C D C′ and C′ D C. Unnecessary schematic variables are
omitted and replaced by the wildcard _.
Rule bC|NPe describes the creation of a new process which
inherits the network knowledge of its parent—as common in stand-
ard process models like, e.g., the pi-calculus [26]. The expression
f(σ(p)) ↓ v in the rule premises states that the evaluation of f
against the content of the memory of p yields value v. In the re-
actum the memory of p is initialised to v and the connection graph
is updated to include: the mutual connection between p and q;
and a connection from q to each process in the neighbourhood of p.
Rule bC|NFe models the creation of a new frame. In the reactum the
frame is given status (p·⊥; q·⊥), meaning that neither the sender’s
or the receiver’s stacks contain the frame payload. Rules bC|Snde
and bC|SndFaile describe the execution of a send attempt for frame
k. In the first case the sender computes a payload for k and its
stack accepts it, whereas in the second case it rejects it (the send
action failed). In both cases no information about the attempt is
propagated to the receiver side. For conciseness, we extend the
notation of function evaluation (f(σ(p)) ↓ v) to process names and
labels by regarding them as constants—we signal this abuse of the
notation by writing s and u in place of f and v, respectively. Observe
that rule bC|Snde does not check the frame’s state, meaning that
a sender may perform multiple send actions resulting in the trans-
mission of different payloads for the same frame. Rules bC|Comme
and bC|Losse model frame transmission and its non-deterministic
outcome. Only in the first case the payload reaches the receiver
(successful transmission), but the sender has no knowledge of this
outcome since the effect on its stack is the same (both reacti set
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1,2,3,4
(a)
2,3,4 ⊥,⊥
(b)
3,4 v,⊥
(c)
3,4 vX, v
(d)
4 vX, vX
(e)
2,4 ⊥,⊥
(f)
3,4 ⊥,⊥
(g)
4 ⊥,⊥
(h)
4 v,⊥
(i)
3,4 vX,⊥
(j)
4 vX,⊥
(k)
4 vX, v
(l)
bC|NFe
bC|Snde
bC|Comme
bC|RcvVe
bC|RcvFaile
bC|SndFaile
bC|SndFaile bC|Snde
bC|RcvFaile bC|RcvFaile
bC|Losse
bC|Comme
bC|Losse
bC|RcvFaile
figure 2. An end-to-end communication and its execution.
φ(k)2 to uX). Rules bC|RcvVe to bC|RcvFaile define the execution
of a receive attempt for frame k. The first three rules model the
delivery of different types of payloads (values, processes, and labels)
and the fourth models failure due to any payload for k not having
reached the receiver end yet. Rule bC|Unfolde unfolds procedure
calls by replacing all occurrences of formal arguments in its body
(C2) with actual ones as prescribed by the substitution
#»
A (provided
its domain of definition coincides with the set
#»
P ) and all names
bound in the procedure body C2 with fresh ones as per Barendregt’s
convention. Rules bC|I-Ie to bC|If-Ife model the dynamic reschedul-
ing of non-interfering operations, like communications involving
different processes, where pn(C) is the set of process names in
C. We omit the symmetric rules for conditionals, for swapping
statements in/from the continuation of conditionals.
failure model We can now formalise our two settings de-
scribed in Section 2. Specifically, in the remainder: whenever we
discuss Setting 1 (Reliable Transmission), we refer to RC without
rule bC|Losse (without that rule, messages cannot be lost in the
transport phase); whenever we discuss Setting 2 (Unreliable Trans-
mission), we use full RC (rule bC|Losse is included). We illustrate
the (formal) difference between the two settings with an end-to-end
communication example. Consider the program term below.
kT : s -> r in1
k <- s.f;2
r.g <- k;3
04
Assume w.l.o.g. that v is the payload computed using f , that f , g,
v, and memory cells of sender and receiver have the correct types,
and that s and r are connected. The transition system in Figure 2
depicts all possible executions for this program. In Setting 1, the
dashed edges are not included since they require rule bC|Losse. In
Setting 2, instead, all transitions are possible (even the dashed ones).
States represent runtime configurations and edges reductions. For
exposition convenience states are assigned letters from (a) to (l)
and only a subset of the data forming a runtime configuration is
included: program terms are represented by the list of lines from
the program above (left half of each state); process memory cells
are omitted; only stacks of s and r for k are included (right half of
each state); connection graphs are omitted. Edges are labelled with
the names of the reduction rules used to derive them; rules about
structural precongruence are omitted—the reduction from (b) to (f)
is the only one that requires also rule bC|Stre.
The program execution begins in state (a) and every run reaches
a configuration with program term 0, i.e., every execution eventually
terminates—there are configurations like (i) where 0may still admit
some reductions but these are derivable only using rules bC|Comme
and bC|Losse and eventually reach a configuration that cannot be
further reduced. We describe the different situations after executing
all terms.
(e) This is the only configuration where v is marked as delivered
and there is exactly one path from (a) to (e) that is the only
chain of events without failures.
(h) This configuration is reached only if both the send and receive
fail. There are two paths to (h), one passing through (g) and
one through (f). In the former the failure at the receiver side is
consequential to the failure at the sender side whereas in the
second the two failures are independent. In fact, (f) may also
reduce to (i).
(i) This configuration is reached only if the send succeeds and the
receive fails regardless of the relative ordering of such events.
Although the program has been reduced to 0, (i) admits further
reductions modelling a transmission attempt by the sender
stack.
(l) Considerations made for (i) apply (l) too since it is reachable
only from (i) and via a reduction modelling actions performed
by the communication stack.
Only if we assume Setting 2 (i.e., we include rule bC|Losse) then,
(j) and (k) become reachable. In particular, (k) configuration is
reached only if the send succeeds, the receive fails, and the frame is
lost during transmission. Similarly to (h), the last two events are
consequential only along the path through (j). Indeed (i) admits a
reduction to a configuration unreachable from (j). If we exclude any
form of failure instead (i.e., Setting 1 and the additional assumption
send and receive operations may never fail) then, only configurations
on the path to (e) remain reachable from (a)—as expected.
5. application examples
Consider the procedure in the snippet below.
sendWhile(kTk : s -> r, s : Ts, f : Ts → Tk, c : Ts →
Ts, g : Ts → Bool) =
1
2
if s.g ∧ ¬s.k! then3
k <- s.f;4
s.c;5
sendWhile(k, s, f, c, g)6
fi7
6
Above, process s tries to send a payload computed by f for frame
k until its stack accepts it or the guard g is falsified; c is (locally)
computed between attempts. We can use sendWhile to implement
different recovery strategies, as other procedures:
• a procedure send that never gives up sending until successful
is implemented as a call to sendWhile with a guard g that is
always true;
• a procedure sendN that gives up aftern attempts is implemented
as a call to sendWhile where g and c are used to test and
increment a counter respectively;
• a procedure sendT that gives up after a timeout t is implemented
as a call to sendWhile where g tests a timer;
• variations of the above that use exponential backoff or (e.g.,
procedure sendExpBackoff from Section 1) are implemented
by passing a delay computation (“sleep”) as c.
Procedure recvWhile, the analogue of sendWhile, is likewise im-
plemented: one just has to replace every frame operation with its
dual.
procedural choreographies Assume Setting 1, and
consider the procedure below.
com(s : Ts, r : Tr, f : Ts → Tk, g : Tr × Tk → Tr) =1
kT : s -> r in2
send(k, s, f);3
recv(k, r, g)4
Procedure com implements exactly-once delivery since send termin-
ates only if the payload is accepted by the sender’s stack, which in
turn ensures transmission, and finally recv terminates only after
the payload is delivered.
As a consequence, we can recover the language of Procedural
Choreographies (PC) [11], which abstracts from communication fail-
ures, “as a library”. For more evocative notation we define s.f => r.g,
s => r[l], and s.p => r as syntactic sugar for com(s, r, f, g) and its
equivalent versions for label and process name communications,
respectively. Then, translating PC programs into RC is a matter of
rewriting a few symbols, e.g., s.f -> r.f ′ in PC becomes s.f => r.g
in RC.
a search engine We now present a more sophisticated scen-
ario, where a search process s queries providers p1, . . . , pm making
a limited number of attempts. Procedures allow us to hide the
request-response implementation and write
reqRes(s, p1, req, req, resp, resp1);
. . . ;
reqRes(s, pm, req, req, resp, respm);
where handling of internal representations and computations is
delegated to functions req, req, resp, respi written in the guest
language. Since all queries are independent we can offload them to
worker processes spawned by s as shown in procedure reqRes below.
reqRes(s : Ts, p : Tp,1
req : Ts → Maybe(Str), req : Maybe(Str)→ Tp,2
resp : Tp → Str, resp : Maybe(Str)→ Ts) =3
s start w(req) in // start a worker initialised with req4
comPID(s, p,w); // introduce worker and provider5
kStr1 : w -> p in // declare a frame for the request6
sendN(k1,w, req); // sends the query; n attempts7
recvT(k1, p, req); // receive the query but set a timeout8
kMaybe(Str)2 : p -> w in // a frame for the response9
if p.k2? then10
comN(k2, p,w, some(resp), id); // send response11
else12
comN(k2, p,w, none, id); // send empty response13
fi14
com(w, s, id, resp); // rely response15
best-effort strategies Assume Setting 2. In this setting,
procedure com is not robust any more, for payloads may now be lost
during transmission, leaving the receiver looping forever.
This is a common problem in practice, which is addressed by
switching to “best-effort” strategies where delivery is possible (to
varying degrees) but not certain. Below is a procedure that imple-
ments a simple communication protocol with capped retries and
acknowledgements to the sender. In this, the strategy implemented
by comACK can be regarded as a simplification of that of TCP; four-
phase handshakes or other protocols are implementable in RC as
well.
comACK(kTk : s -> r, kUnitack : r -> s, s : Ts, r : Tr, f : Ts →
Tk, g : Tr × Tk → Tr) =
1
2
sendT(k, s, f);3
recvT(k, r, g);4
sendT(kack, r, unit);5
sendUntilACK(k, kack, s, f);6
sendUntilACK(kTk : s -> r, kUnitack : r -> s, s : Ts,7
f : Ts → Tk) =8
if s.n > 0 ∧ ¬s.k? then9
s.n--10
send(k, s, f);11
recv(kack, s, noop);12
sendUntilACK(k, kack, s, f);13
fi14
compensations With comACK we can also use RC to develop
a new variant of PC that does not assume reliable transmission,
i.e., for Setting 2. In this setting, a common patter to deal with
failures of best-effort communications are compensations. Fault
compensations can be defined in RC (for both Settings 1 and 2) using
conditionals, comACK (or variations thereof), and some syntax sugar
to improve readability. An expression s.f =>BE r.f ′{Cs}{Cr} is
a communication as in comACK(s, r, f, g) where choreographies Cs
and Cr are executed as compensations for faults detected by the
sender s (no ack) or the receiver r, respectively. An example of
communications with fault compensations is the communication
construct defined in [1] where communication operations specify
default values as compensations; this construct is recovered in RC
using local computations as, e.g., in s.f =>BE r.f ′{s.foo}{r.42}.
any/many communications We can also implement more
complex communication primitives, like those in [14, 25]. Below are
procedures that iteratively attempt at sending some frames until
the sender stack accepts all or any of them, respectively, using a
round-robin strategy.
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sendAll(s : Ts, kT1 : s -> r1, . . . , kTn : s -> rn,1
f : Ts → T ) =2
kn <- s.f;3
if s.kn! then4
sendAll(s, k1, . . . , kn−1, f)5
else6
sendAll(s, k1 := k2, . . . , kn−1 := kn, kn := k1, f)7
fi8
sendAny(s : Ts, kT1 : s -> r1, . . . , kTn : s -> rn,1
f : Ts → T ) =2
k1 <- s.f;3
if s.¬k1! then4
sendAny(s, k1 := k2, . . . , kn−1 := kn, kn := k1, f)5
fi6
We omit the dual procedures for receiving all or some frames, which
are similarly defined. Combining these it is possible to implement
scatter/gather communication primitives from [25]. For instance,
below is an implementation of scatter.
scatterAll(s : Ts, r1 : Tr, . . . , rn : Tr, f : Ts →
T, g : Tr × Tk → Tr) =
1
2
kT1 : s -> r1 . . . k
T
n : s -> r2 in3
sendAll(k1, . . . , kn, f);4
recv(k, r1, g); . . . recv(k, rn, g)5
remark 5.1. For clarity, we remark that RC would require a
version of the above procedures (e.g., send<Tk,Ts,Tr>) for each
signature used by the program at hand, since we do not support
type variables. Extending RC with parametric polymorphism for
procedures or an erasure step seems straightforward. /
6. typing, progress, and robustness
It is easy to write programs in RC that get stuck or have inconsistent
communication implementations: parties may not be connected,
payload types may not be respected, communication attempts may
be mismatched. To address these issues we introduce a typing
discipline for RC that checks that:
1. types of processes, functions, and procedures are respected;
2. processes that need to communicate are properly connected;
3. the delivery of frames is guaranteed to be at-most-once and
best-effort;
4. there are no unnecessary checks on network actions (to avoid
dead branches).
Additionally, in Setting 1 exactly-once delivery is also checkable.
Choreography programs can be regarded as “network trans-
formers”. Under this perspective, typing judgements are naturally
of form
Γ ` 〈D, C〉 : N → N ′
and read “under the environment Γ, running 〈D, C〉 on a network
configuration of type N yields one of type N ′”.
Typing environments specify labels, procedures, and process
names that may be used as well as their type; they are collections of
the following form
Γ ::= Γ, p : T | Γ, l | Γ, kT : p -> q | Γ, X( #»P ) : N → N ′ | ∅
where labels are unique, processes are assigned unique types in V ,
and procedure may be assigned multiple types. A type of network
configurations N is a pair 〈F ;G〉 formed by an abstract frame
dictionary F and a connection graph G. Abstract frame dictionaries
specify possible states of frames while abstracting payload of a value
type and any information non accessible to a program: a frame
sender and receiver may only test its status using conditionals: a
sender may only know whether its component is ⊥ and the receiver
only whether its component is in UX. Formally, abstract frames are
collections of the form
F ::= F, k(U ;U ′) | ∅
where U,U ′ ⊆ Uuprise for Uuprise , {uprise, •} unionmulti PID unionmulti LBL. The sender and
receiver components of a frame status are abstracted by the function
αs : UX⊥ → Uuprise and αr : UX⊥ → Uuprise, respectively. The first is given
by the assignments
⊥ 7→ uprise v, vX 7→ • l, lX 7→ l p, pX 7→ p
and the second by
⊥, v, l, p 7→ uprise vX 7→ • lX 7→ l pX 7→ p
where v ∈ VAL, p ∈ PID, and l ∈ LBL. Consider for instance a
value exchange k, k({•}; {uprise, •}) is inhabited by any frame status
of k, k({uprise, •}; {uprise}) by any frame status where the payload is not
delivered to the receiver, and k({•}; {uprise, •}) by any frame status
where the sender stack accepted the payload. A type of network
〈F ;G〉 is well-formed under Γ (written Γ ` 〈F ;G〉) if the following
conditions are met:
(a) if Γ ` kT : p -> q, then G ` p ↔ q, k(U ;U ′) ∈ F , and
payloads in U and U ′ are of type T ;
(b) if Γ ` p : T , then p ∈ G;
(c) if k(U ;U ′) ∈ F , then Γ ` kT : p -> q for some p, q, T ;
(d) if k(U ;U ′) ∈ F and r ∈ U ∪ U ′ then r ∈ G;
(e) if p ∈ G, then Γ ` p : T for some T .
Hereafter network types are assumed well-formed whenever ap-
pearing in a judgement together with an environment. Judgements
of (concrete) network configurations have form
Γ ` φ,G : 〈F ;G′〉
and hold whenever the following conditions are met:
(a) if Γ ` kT : p -> q and k(U ;U ′) ∈ F , then φ(k) = (p·u; q·u′),
αs(u) ∈ U , αr(u′) ∈ U ′, and payloads are of type T ;
(b) G ⊆ G′.
Judgements of choreography terms have form
Γ ` C : 〈F ;G〉 → 〈F ′;G′〉
and are derived using rules in Figure 3 together with either rules in
Figure 4 or Figure 5 according to whether Setting 1 or Setting 1 is
assumed.
Rules bT|RcvVe to bT|RcvLe specify that a receive operation
takes any network where the sender will eventually produce a pay-
load of the expected type, the receiver knows the sender, and the
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Γ1 ` C : 〈F1;G1〉 → 〈F2;G2〉
Γ0,Γ1 ` C : 〈F0, F1;G0 ∪G1〉 → 〈F0, F2;G0 ∪G2〉
bT|Weakene
Γ ` kPID : p -> q Γ ` r : T Γ ` C : 〈F0, k(U ; {r});{q→ r} unionmultiG0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉
Γ ` C : 〈F0, k(U ; {r});G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉
bT|Telle
C0 ≡˙ C1 Γ ` C1 : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉
Γ ` C0 : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉
bT|Swape ` f : T → T
p : T ` p.f : 〈∅;∅〉 → 〈∅;∅〉
bT|Inte
∅ ` 0 : 〈∅;∅〉 → 〈∅;∅〉
bT|Nile
Γ ` C0 : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉 Γ ` C1 : 〈F1;G1〉 → 〈F2;G2〉
Γ ` C0;C1 : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F2;G2〉
bT|;e
Gq = {p↔ q} ∪ {q→ r | G1 ` p→ r} ` f : T → T ′ Γ ` p : T Γ, q : T ′ ` C : 〈F0;G0 ∪Gq〉 → 〈F1;G1〉
Γ ` p start q(f) in C : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F1;G1 \ {q}〉
bT|NPe
G0 ` p↔ q Γ, kT : p -> q ` C : 〈F0, k({uprise}; {uprise});G0〉 → 〈F1, k(_; _);G1〉
Γ ` kT : p -> q in C : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉
bT|NFe
Γ ` X(P1, . . . , Pn) : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉 Γ ` Pi[ #»A] for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n
Γ ` X( #»A) : 〈F0[ #»A];G0[ #»A]〉 → 〈F1[ #»A];G1[ #»A]〉
bT|Calle
Γ ` p : T ` f : T → Bool Γ ` C1 : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉 Γ ` C2 : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F2;G2〉
Γ ` if p.f then C1 else C2 fi : 〈F0;G0〉 → 〈F1  F2;G1 ∩G2〉 bT|IfExpe
Γ ` kT : p -> q Γ ` C1 : 〈F0, k({u};U);G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉 Γ ` C2 : 〈F0, k({uprise};U);G0〉 → 〈F2;G2〉
Γ ` if p.k! then C1 else C2 fi : 〈F0, k({uprise, u};U);G0〉 → 〈F1  F;G2 ∩G2〉 bT|IfSnde
Γ ` kT : p -> q Γ ` C1 : 〈F0, k(U ; {u});G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉 Γ ` C2 : 〈F0, k(U ; {uprise});G0〉 → 〈F2;G2〉
Γ ` if q.k? then C1 else C2 fi : 〈F0, k(U ; {uprise, u});G0〉 → 〈F1  F2;G1 ∩G2〉 bT|IfRcve
Γ ` kLBL : p -> q Γ ` l Γ ` C1 : 〈F0, k(U ; {l});G0〉 → 〈F1;G1〉 Γ ` C2 : 〈F0, k(U ; {uprise});G0〉 → 〈F1;G2〉
Γ ` if q.k&l then C1 else C2 fi : 〈F0, k(U ; {uprise, l});G0〉 → 〈F1  F2;G1 ∩G2〉 bT|IfLBLe
Γ = kT : p -> q, q : T ′ ` f : T × T ′ → T ′ U ⊆ {uprise}
Γ ` q.f <- k : 〈k(U ∪ {•}; {uprise});∅〉 → 〈k(U ∪ {•}; {uprise, •});∅〉
bT|RcvVe
Γ = kPID : p -> q, r : T U ⊆ {uprise}
Γ ` q <- k : 〈k(U ∪ {r}; {uprise});∅〉 → 〈k(U ∪ {r}; {uprise, r});∅〉
bT|RcvPe
Γ = kLBL : p -> q, l U ⊆ {uprise}
Γ ` q.f <- k : 〈k(U ∪ {l}; {uprise});∅〉 → 〈k(U ∪ {l}; {uprise, l});∅〉
bT|RcvLe
figure 3. Typing choreographies, shared rules
Γ = kT : p -> q, p : T ′, f : T ′ → T
Γ ` k <- p.f : 〈k({uprise}; {uprise});∅〉 → 〈k({uprise, •}; {uprise});∅〉
bR|SndVe Γ = r : T, k
PID : p -> q G = {p→ r}
Γ ` k <- p.r : 〈k({uprise}; {uprise});G〉 → 〈k({uprise, r}; {uprise});G〉
bR|SndPe
Γ = l, kLBL : p -> q
Γ ` k <- p.r : 〈k({uprise}; {uprise});∅〉 → 〈k({uprise, l}; {uprise});∅〉
bR|SndLe
figure 4. Typing choreographies, rules for Setting 1.
U ⊆ {uprise, •} Γ = kT : p -> q, p : T ′, f : T ′ → T
Γ ` k <- p.f : 〈k(U ; {uprise});∅〉 → 〈k({uprise, •}; {uprise});∅〉
bU|SndVe U ⊆ {uprise, r} Γ = r : T, k
PID : p -> q G = {p→ r}
Γ ` k <- p.r : 〈k(U ; {uprise});G〉 → 〈k({uprise, r}; {uprise});G〉
bU|SndPe
U ⊆ {uprise, l} Γ = l, kLBL : p -> q
Γ ` k <- p.r : 〈k(U ; {uprise});∅〉 → 〈k({uprise, l}; {uprise});∅〉
bU|SndLe
figure 5. Typing choreographies, rules for Setting 2.
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payload has not been consumed yet, and yields a network where
the payload may be consumed. In particular, choreographies where
receives cannot be matched to sends (e.g., kT : p -> q in q.f <- k)
or have consecutive receive operations (e.g., q.f <- k; q.f <- k)
are rejected since delivery is either impossible or inconsistencies
may arise (e.g., the second operation shadows a successful out-
come of the first). Given the same receive statement multiple
typing can be derived for the same receive statement under the
same environment, even once weakening is taken into account.
Likewise for send operations (discussed below). For instance, judge-
mentΓ ` q.f <- k : 〈k({uprise, •}; {uprise});G〉 → 〈k({uprise, •}; {uprise, •});G〉
is derivable if and only if Γ ` q.f <- k : 〈k({•}; {uprise});G〉 →
〈k({•}; {uprise, •});G〉 is derivable. Rule bT|RcvPe cannot update the
connection graph since the outcome of a receive operation cannot be
statically known; the update can only be done using rule bT|Telle
once the delivery is certain. Rules bR|SndVe to bR|SndLe and
Rules bU|SndVe to bU|SndLe are intended for typing under the
assumptions of Setting 1 and Setting 2, respectively. Rules of the
two groups are alike save for the requirements imposed on the
sender stack: rules of both groups require that the frame is of the
expected type, that the receiver is known, and that it may be so
once the statement is executed, but only those from the former
require that the stack has yet to accept a payload for the frame.
The more stringent set of rules forbids any send operation for a
frame with a potentially accepted (hence transmitted) payload (e.g.,
k <- p.f; k <- p.f) since this is a programming error in Setting 1
but not in Setting 2 where transmission is not guaranteed. In fact,
when the stack does not guarantee transmission this has to be
programmed at the application level e.g., by resending frames not
acknowledged. Rules bT|IfExpe to bT|IfLBLe require branches to
be live; graphs are intersected to remove connections created only
in one branch; frame dictionaries are merged () by pointwise
union under the condition that whenever both branches specify a
payload they agree on it i.e., whenever U1 and U2 are merged it
must hold that the set (U1∪U2)∩({•}unionmultiPIDunionmultiLBL) has at most one
element. Rule bT|Calle requires that the substitution #»A respects
types of formal and actual parameters and that the call type is
obtained applying
#»
A to the selected procedure type—the discipline
admits ad hoc polymorphism. Rule bT|Swape allow each step of
a derivation to switch to any element in the (finite) equivalence
class [C]≡˙. As a direct consequence, ≡˙ implies type equivalence
i.e., types are unaffected by instruction scheduling—recursive calls
are not unfold by ≡˙. Observe that rule bT|Swape is only required
for typing choreographies that would be otherwise rejected like e.g.,
q.g <- k; k <- p.f .
lemma 6.1. If Γ ` C : N → N ′ has a derivation where bT|Swape
is used, then either:
• Γ ` C : N → N ′ has a derivation without rule bT|Swape or
• no judgement for C has a derivation without rule bT|Swape.
Typing judgements for procedure definitions are derived using
the rule
Γ ` X( #»P ) : 〈F1;G1〉 → 〈F2;G2〉
Γ|D, #»P ` C : 〈F1;G1〉 → 〈F2;G2〉
Γ ` X( #»P ) = C
bT|Proce
where Γ|D is the restriction of Γ to procedures inD. This restriction
guarantees every label, free process name, and free frame name in
the procedure body C is bound by a formal parameter. A procedure
definition is is well-typed under Γ if Γ ` X( #»P ) = C. A set of
procedure definitions D is well-typed under Γ (written Γ ` D)
provided that all of its elements are well-typed.
Amemory configuration σ is well-typed underΓ (writtenΓ ` σ)
provided that ` σ(p) : T whenever Γ ` p : T .
definition 6.1 (Well-typedness). For D a set of procedure defin-
itions and 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 a runtime configuration, 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 is well-
typed under D if there exist Γ, F1, G1, F2, and G2 such that Γ ` D,
Γ ` C : 〈F1;G1〉 → 〈F2;G2〉, Γ ` σ, and Γ ` φ,G : 〈F1;G1〉.
A choreographic program 〈D, C〉 is well-typed if there exist σ, φ
and G s.t. the runtime configuration 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 is well-typed.
For any configuration there is an environment and a finite set
of pairs of network types that subsume any other typing judgement.
theorem 6.2 (Existence of minimal typing). Let 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 be
well-typed under D. There are Γ, (N0 → N ′0), . . . , (Nn → N ′n)
with the property that whenever Γ′ ` 〈D, C, σ, φ,G〉 : N → N ′
there is i ≤ n such that:
Γ ` 〈D, C, σ, φ,G〉 : Ni → N ′i....
Γ′ ` 〈D, C, σ, φ,G〉 : N → N ′.
theorem 6.3 (Decidability of typing). Given a set of procedure
definitions D and a runtime configuration 〈C, σ, φ,G〉, it is decidable
whether 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 iswell-typed underD. Given a program 〈D, C〉,
it is decidable whether 〈D, C〉 is well-typed.
proof (Sketch). Typing for elements of the guest language is
known by assumption. Observe that building derivations for typing
judgements from Definition 6.1 is completely mechanical: rule selec-
tion is deterministic save rules bT|Telle and bT|Swape which only
introduce a finite number of cases and can be used a finite amount
of times (bT|Telle uses disjoint union and bT|Swape cannot unfold
calls). A heuristic is to delay uses of these rules until it is necessary
to infer new connections or consider scheduling alternatives in order
to proceed. Hence, derivations can be built using straightforward
non-deterministic case exploration. Furthermore, rules in Figures 3
to 5 can be used to construct network types. The only nontrivial
part is constructing typing environments but only a finite number
of cases need to be checked since processes, frames, and labels that
need to be part of the typing environment are inferred from free
names in program terms and formal parameters. Finally, observe
that the definition domain of memory configurations and concrete
frame dictionaries is bounded by typing environments and network
types, and that actual values in σ or φ (the only possible source
of infinity) are irrelevant provided that they are of the right types
(which is checkable by the assumptions on the guest language). 
Typing is preserved by all reductions.
theorem 6.4 (Type preservation). If 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 is well-typed
under D and there is a reduction 〈C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C′, σ′, φ′, G′〉,
then the reductum 〈C′, σ′, φ′, G′〉 is well-typed under D.
In general, RC programs may deadlock if the types of functions,
memory cells, or procedures are not respected. Instead, well-typed
programs enjoy progress, i.e., they either terminate or diverge.
theorem 6.5 (Progress). If a runtime configuration 〈C, σ, φ,G〉
is well-typed under D then either C D 0 or there are C′, σ′, φ′, G′
such that 〈C, σ, φ,G〉_D 〈C′, σ′, φ′, G′〉.
Frames are never delivered (to the receiver application level)
more than one time.
theorem 6.6 (At-most-once delivery). Let 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 be well-
typed under D. If C D R <- k;C′, then φ(k)4 /∈ UX.
In Setting 1, typing identifies frames that are guaranteed to be
delivered.
theorem 6.7 (At-least-once delivery). Assume Setting 1 and that
Γ ` 〈D, C, σ, φ,G〉 : 〈F1;G1〉 → 〈F2;G2〉. For k(U ;U ′) ∈ F2
such that uprise /∈ U ′, if 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 _∗D 〈C′, σ′, φ′, G′〉 and k /∈
fn(C′) then φ′(k)4 ∈ UX.
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There is always an execution where a given frame is delivered.
theorem 6.8 (Best-effort delivery). Assume Setting 2 and that
Γ ` 〈D, C, σ, φ,G〉 : 〈F1;G1〉 → 〈F2;G2〉. For any k(U ;U ′) ∈ F2
such that uprise /∈ U , if there is a sequence of reductions 〈C, σ, φ,G〉_∗D
〈R <- k;C′, σ′, φ′, G′〉 such that k /∈ fn(C′), then there exist C′′,
σ′′, φ′′, G′′ such that 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 _∗ 〈R <- k;C′′, σ′′, φ′′, G′′〉
and φ′′(k)4 ∈ U .
We conclude this section pointing out a limitation of the
type system and a possible future extension. Consider proced-
ure sendAnyOfTwo reported below.
sendAnyOfwo(p : Tp, kTk1 : p -> q1, k
Tk
2 : p -> q2,
f : Tp → TK) =
k1 <- p.f;
if p.¬k1! then
sendAnyOfTwo(p := p, k1 := k2, k2 := k1, f := f)
fi
This procedure alternates attempts for k1 and k2 until exactly one
is successful. However, this property is not captured by its type:
sendAnyOfwo(p : Tp, kTk1 : p -> q1, k
Tk
2 : p -> q2) :
〈k1({uprise}; {uprise}), k2({uprise}; {uprise});G〉 →
〈k1({uprise, •}; {uprise}), k2({uprise, •}; {uprise});G〉
whereG = {p→ q1, p→ q2}. Indeed, the type system is designed
to verify single communications, not groups.
7. synthesis of implementations
In this section we present an EndPoint Projection (EPP) procedure
which compiles a choreography to a concurrent implementation
represented in terms of a process calculus. This calculus assumes
the same failure model assumed for the choreography model but
foregoes global data like globally unique frame identifiers since
these are unrealistic in distributed settings.
7.1. process model
The target process model is an extension of Procedural Processes
[11] where send and receive operations may fail and exchanged
messages are tagged with numeric identifiers. Differently from
frame identifiers used at the choreography level, numeric ones are
strictly local:
• each process maintains a counter for each known process (its
neighbourhood in the choreography model);
• frame declarations increment counters locally i.e., without
synchronising with the other party (which may not even have a
matching frame declaration);
• frames are assigned the value held by the corresponding counter.
Numeric frame identifiers may be regarded as sequence numbers.
However, the model does not offer any mechanism for maintaining
counters synchronised among connected processes nor can such
mechanism be programmed since these counters are inaccessible.
The only way to maintain synchrony is to write programs where
frame declarations are carefully matched on each involved party.
syntax A network is a pair 〈B, N〉 where B is a set of procedure
definitions andN is a parallel composition of processes andmessages
in transit. A process is written as p .σp,θp B where p is its name,
σp is its memory cell, and θp is the memory reserved to the runtime
for storing information about:
• open connections (known process, last frame index),
• method requests (labels received), and
• frame status (the last send/receive operation succeeded).
Formally, θ is a function given as the combination of:
• θfc : PID⇀ FID,
• θlb : PID× FID⇀ LBL, and
• θfs : PID× FID→ Bool.
We will omit superscripts fc, lb, and fs provided that the intended
component is clear from the context. The full syntax of the language
for programming in this model is defined by the grammar below.
B ::= X( #»P ) = B,B | ∅
N ::= p .σp,θp B | N | N ′ | 0
B ::= start q .f B′;B | new(p, k);B | p[k]?;B |
| p[k]?R;B | q[k]!S;B | p[k]&{li:Bi}i∈I | X( #»P );B | 0 |
| if E then B else B′ fi;B′′
S ::= f | r | l
R ::= f | (r)
E ::= e | p[k]
P ::= k | p
Term new(p, k) describes a behaviour that creates a new frame for
its continuation. Send actions for k are described by terms q[k]!f ,
q[k]!r, q[k]!l, and receive ones by p[k]?f , p[k]?(r), p[k]?, for val-
ues, process names, or label exchanges, respectively. We remark that
terms for receiving process names bind them in their continuation.
Term p[k]&{li:Bi}i∈I describes a selection based on a label com-
municated as frame k, if any label li has been successfully received
then, the process proceeds with the corresponding behaviour Bi
otherwise it proceeds with the one labelled with default. This
label is reserved exclusively for this purpose and cannot be sent. If
I = ∅, then the term is simply discarded. Guards p[k] state that the
last communication action for frame k with p has been successfully
completed. Remaining terms are standard.
Programs are written using frame names which are replaced
by numeric identifiers assigned at runtime when frames are created.
Terms where frame names (k) are replaced by numeric identifiers
(n) are reserved to the runtime. Messages in transit from p to q are
represented by “bags” i.e., terms (of sort N) like pq[n]*M+ where
the subtermM stands for the payload.
semantics The calculus semantics is given by the reduction
relation on networks_B in Figure 6 and is parameterised in the set
B of procedure definitions. For compactness, the presentation relies
on the structural precongruence B. All rules follow the intuitive
description of terms and their description will be omitted.
7.2. endpoint projection
Recall that at process level, active frames have numeric identifiers
that are locally and independently generated by each process as
soon as a frame is declared whereas at the choreography level
frames have unique global identifiers. As a consequence, a coherent
mapping from the former to the latter is needed in order to project
choreographies with free frame names as in the case of running
ones. By frame mapping we mean any mapping taking frame names
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f(σ) ↓ v θ′p = θp[q 7→ 0] θq = {p 7→ 0}
p .σ,θp start q .f B
′;B _B p .σ,θ′p B′ | q .v,θq B bP|NPe
n = next(θ(q)) θ′ = θ[q 7→ n, (q, n) 7→ ⊥]
p .σ,θ new(q, k);B[n/k] _B p .σ,θ′ B bP|NFe
f(σ) ↓ v
p .σ,θ q.f;B _B p .v,θ B bP|Inte s(σ) ↓ u θ
′ = θ[(q, n) 7→ >]
p .σ,θ q[n]!s;B _B p .σ,θ′ B | pq[n]*u+ bP|Snde
p .σ,θ q[n]!s;B _B p .σ,θ B bP|SndFaile pq[n]*u+ _B 0 bP|Losse f(σ, v) ↓ w θ
′ = θ[(p, n) 7→ >]
q .σ,θ p[n]?f;B | pq[n]*v+ _B q .w,θ′ B bP|RcvVe
θ′ = θ[(p, n) 7→ >, r 7→ 0]
q .σ,θ p[n]?(s);B | pq[n]*r+ _B q .σ,θ′ B[r/s] bP|RcvPe θ
′ = θ[(p, n) 7→ >, (p, n) 7→ l]
q .σ,θ p[n]?;B | pq[n]*l+ _B q .σ,θ′ B bP|RcvLe
q .σ,θ p[n]?R;B _B q .σ,θ B bP|RcvFaile if θ(q, n) = > then i = 1 else i = 2p .σ,θ if q[n] then B1 else B2 fi;B _B p .σ,θ Bi;B bP|IfFramee
if f(σ) ↓ true then i = 1 else i = 2
p .σ,θ if f then B1 else B2 fi;B _B p .σ,θ Bi;B bP|IfExpe θ(p, n) = li default 6= liq .σ,θ p[n]&{li:Bi}i∈I;B _B p .σ,θ Bi;B bP|Branche
θ(p, n) = ⊥ default = li
q .σ,θ p[n]&{li:Bi}i∈I;B _B p .σ,θ Bi;B bP|BranchFaile N _B N
′
N |M _B N ′ |M bP|Pare
N B M M _B M ′ M ′ B N ′
N _B N ′ bP|Stre 0;B B B bP|NilBehe p .σ,θ 0 B 0 bP|NilProce
pq[n]*M+ | q .σ,θ 0 B q .σ,θ 0 bP|NilRecve 0 | N B N bP|NilNete X(
#»
P ) = B′ ∈ D
X( #»A);B B B′[ #»A/ #»P ];B
bP|Unfolde
figure 6. Process model, operational semantics
to frame numbers or to themselves—there is no reason for assigning
a numeric identifier or a different name to a bound frame name.
Write φ|p for the set {k | φ(k) = (q, r, t, u) and p ∈ {q, r}} of
all frames in φ to or from p. A frame mapping m is said to be
compatible with φ if for any p that occurs in φ,m assigns to frames
in φ|p unique and sequential numbers i.e.:
{m(k) | k ∈ φ|p} = {1, 2, . . . , |φ|p |}.
Any φ admits a compatible mapping under the mild assumption that
frame names can be totally ordered. Consider the choreography
C = k <- p.f; k <- q.f ′. If C is part of an execution (of a well-
typed program) then, k must occur in φ and hence the projections
of p and q must refer to this frame via a numeric identifier (cf.,
rule bP|NFe) and they must agree on it. However, since the process
model does not offer any mechanism for processes to negotiate an
agreement on their internal frame counters this property must be
derived from the choreography level, hence the necessity ofm. We
remark that this situation is limited to free names only: programs
in RC are projected withm = id.
Given a choreography C and a frame mappingm, the projected
behaviour of process p in C is defined as JCKmp where J−Kmp is
the partial function defined by structural recursion in Figure 7—for
conciseness, each frame occurring in the choreography C is pre-
annotated with its senders and receivers. Each case in the definition
follows the intuition of projecting, for each choreographic term, the
local actions performed by the given process. For instance, k <- p.f
is skipped during the projection of any process but p for which case
the send action p[m(k)]!f is produced. Cases for frame reception,
procedure calls, frame and process creation, are similar. The case for
conditionals is more involved but follows a standard approach (see
e.g., [3, 7, 10, 11, 21]). The (partial) merging operator unionsq from [7] is
used to merge the behaviour of a process that does not know (yet)
which branch has been chosen by the the process evaluating the
guard. Intuitively,BunionsqB′ is isomorphic toB andB′ up to branching,
where branches of B or B′ with distinct labels are also included.
One proceeds homomorphically (e.g., k <- p.f;Bunionsqk <- p.f;B′ is
k <- p.f; (BunionsqB′)) on all terms but branches which are handled de-
fining the merge of p[k]&{li:Bi}i∈I;B and p[k]&{lj:B′j}j∈J;B′
as p[k]&{lh:B′′h}h∈H; (BunionsqB′) where {lh : B′′h}h∈H is the union
of {li:Bi}i∈I\J , {lj:B′j}j∈J\I , and {lg:Bg unionsqB′g}g∈I∩J .
Projection of procedure definitions follows the approach intro-
duced by Procedural Choreographies [11]. For D a set of procedure
definitions, its projection is defined as follows:
JDK , ⋃
X( #»P ) = C∈D
{
Xp(
#»
P \ p) = JCKidp ∣∣ p : T ∈ #»P} .
Observe that since a procedure X may be called multiple times on
any combination of its arguments (hence assigning to a process
different rôles at each call) it is necessary to project the behaviour
of each possible process parameter in
#»
P as the procedure Xr. Here
typing is crucial otherwise processes may be called to play rôles for
which they lack the necessary connections.
To designate a network as the projection of a configuration
〈C, σ, φ,G〉 it remains only to distribute the information contained
in the global state σ, φ, G. Reserved memory for process p (θp) in
the process model is completely determined (up to frame number-
ing) by φ and G from the choreography level as these contain all
data regarding processes known to p and frames exchanged by p.
Specifically, Jφ,GKmp is defined as the function θ where
θfc(q) ,
{
|φ|p| if G ` p→ q
⊥ otherwise
θln(q, n) ,
{
l if ∃k ∈ m−1(n) s.t. φ(k) = (p·_; q·lX)
⊥ otherwise
θfn(q, n) ,
>
if ∃k ∈ m−1(n) s.t. either φ(k) = (p·u; q·_)
and u 6= ⊥ or φ(k) = (q·_; p·u′) and u′ ∈ UX
⊥ otherwise
The only information of φ and G that cannot be reconstructed from
the distributed state of the processes in a network is that of frames
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J0Kmr , 0 J0;CKmr , 0; JCKmr Jp start q(f)CKmr ,
{
start q .f JCKmq ; JCKmr if r = pJCKmr otherwiser
X( #»A);C
zm
r
,
{
Xp(m(
#»
A \ p := r)); JCKmr if p := r ∈ #»A for some pJCKmr otherwiser
kT : p -> q in C
zm
r
,
new(q, k);
q
C[kT,r,q/k]
ym[k 7→k]
r
if r = p
new(p, k);
q
C[kT,p,r/k]
ym[k 7→k]
r
if r = qJCKmr otherwise
r
kT,p,q <- p.s;C
zm
r
,
{
q[m(k)]!s; JCKmr if r = pJCKmr otherwise
r
R <- kT,p,q;C
zm
r
,

p[m(k)]?f; JCKmr if R = r.f
p[m(k)]?(s); JCKmr if R = r and T .= PID
p[m(k)]?; JCKmr if R = r and T .= LBLJCKmr otherwise
Jif E then C1 else C2 fi;CKmr ,

if e then JC1Kmr else JC2Kmr fi; JCKmr if E = r.e
if q[m(k)] then JC1Kmr else JC2Kmr fi; JCKmr if E = r.kT,r,q!
if p[m(k)] then JC1Kmr else JC2Kmr fi; JCKmr if E = r.kT,p,r?
p[m(k)]&{l : JC1Kmr , default: JC2Kmr }; JCKmr if E = r.kT,p,r&l
(JC1Kmr unionsq JC2Kmr ); JCKmr otherwise
figure 7. Behaviour projection.
in transit. To this end, a term pq[m(k)]*u+ is added to the network
for each φ(k) = (p·uX; q·⊥). The projection JC, σ, φ,GKm of
〈C, σ, φ,G〉 is defined as the network:∏
φ(k)=(p·uX;q·⊥)
pq[m(k)]*u+ | ∏
r∈pn(C)
p .σ(p),Jφ,GKmp JCKmp
wherem is any mapping compatible with φ. Observe that mappings
are all equivalent up to α-conversion and that if JC, σ, φ,GKm is
defined for some σ, φ, and G then JC, σ′, φ′, G′Km′ is defined
for any σ′, φ′, and G′. We say that C is projectable wheneverJC, σ, φ,GKm is defined for somem, σ, φ, and G.
There is an operational correspondence between choreographies
and their projections—up to the “pruning” relation @ ([6, 7]) that
eliminates “dead branches” due to the merging operator unionsq when
they are no longer needed to follow the originating choreography.
theorem 7.1 (EPP). Let 〈D, C〉 be a projectable program. For
any 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 well-typed under D:
Compl. If 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 _D 〈C′, σ′, φ′, G′〉, then there are map-
pings m ⊆ m′ such that | dom(m′) \ dom(m)| ≤ 1 andJC, σ, φ,GKm _JDK N for some N @ JC′, σ′, φ′, G′Km′ .
Sound. If JC, σ, φ,GKm _JDK N , then there are N ′,C′,σ′,φ′,G′,
and m′ s.t. N _∗JDK N ′, 〈C, σ, φ,G〉 _D 〈C′, σ′, φ′, G′〉,JC′, σ′, φ′, G′Km′ @ N ′, | dom(m′) \ dom(m)| ≤ 1, and
m ⊆ m′.
It follows from the operational correspondence in Theorem 7.1
that projected networks exhibit all relevant properties ensured by
the typing disciplines introduced in Section 6, namely: progress
(Theorem 6.5), at-most-once delivery (Theorem 6.7), best-effort
delivery (Theorem 6.8), and at-lest-once delivery (Theorem 6.7).
8. conclusions
Programming methodologies based on structured communications,
like choreographies, have been investigated for a long time now
[2, 19]. This is the first paper that investigates how this research line
can be applied to the programming of robust distributed systems in
the setting of communication failures, bringing us one step nearer
to improved reliability in concurrent computing in the future.
We believe that the results achieved in this paper unlock a very
promising research direction. A natural continuation is to consider
different failure models that take into account node failures and
explore adversariesmodels (e.g., to includemessage loss, duplication,
or forging). Node failures and adversaries are crucial for reasoning
about agreement problems in distributed systems. These problems
are as challenging as common in real-world distributed programming.
Results in this direction may advance the development of correct-
by-construction agreement protocols and their implementations.
Another interesting direction is to explore quantitative proper-
ties of programs in RC. To this end we plan to develop quantitative
semantics for the RC model. For instance, in a probabilistic settings,
failures are characterised by probability distributions and properties
like progress, at-most-once, and exactly-once delivery are formal-
ised as almost-certain properties (their complement event has null
measure). Then it is possible to reason about reliability assumptions
on communication links e.g., to understand how a certain failure
probability impacts our program. Another interesting property is
the expected number of retransmissions. Estimates of this value
allow to optimise failure-recovery strategies. Likewise, stochastic or
timed semantics will enable models with explicit timeouts.
The typing disciplines introduced in this work ensure that
well-typed distributed programs have at-most-once or exactly-once
delivery guarantees. As pointed out at the end of Section 6, these
guarantees are limited to single communications but our approach
can be reasonably extended to communication groups. This exten-
sion has immediate applications e.g., to the statical verification of
replication protocols where an update is deemed successful only if
it accepted by enough replicas.
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